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About This Content

Does NOT include any table unlocks.

This DLC unlocks all customization options in the game, including

Ball size

Table texture options

More environment settings

More graphics settings (color, lighting)

5 Ball mode ("+2 balls") - with separate leaderboards

Premium camera editor (more options, more custom camera views)

Custom user configurable physics - with separate leaderboards (USER mode)
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hasnt been updated in over a year. I love homeworld and been playing it since I was a wee lad. I've also spent a lot of time
reading the backstory and really enjoyed the manuals of the old games. I liked the guide a lot, however I don't think people
should pay for it. To hardcore fans this is rivitting but honestly I can't reccomend buying it full price.. A Gem! Buy it!. This
game is fricking amazing!!!!! The graphics, gameplay, and storyline. I love the characters and stages, but I don't like the fact E.
Honda isn't in this game. 9.5\/10. But to get on topic, but this swap.. DEVELOPERS. PLEASE CONTINUE TO UPDATE.
LIVE DESIGN ON THE 360 WAS SO MUCH FUN. PLEASE MAKE SOME SORT OF CREATIVE MODE FEATURE
LIKE THAT! YOU COULD GO ALL OUT!. Good Game yes. Game is actually very good. Starts as a standard tower defense.
Ideal number of units, towers and upgrades.
Additionally there is a battle mode, when you can set up your wave while still must do the tower defense thing.
Very well balanced. Fun for a 7-10 hours.
Not really uses the VR capabilities, but controls are fine and easy.

Recommended!. Definitely not worth the money spend, pretty boring all together...some say grapics is great, but I don't really
agree, dinos look kinda plastic, gameplay is close to non-existant. I wouldn't recommend.. The game is fun and addictive. I like
the style and theme for the simple fact that you... OK there are lots of weird games like this out there but this one feels unique.

It does lack a lot of polish, a few things don't work as well as they should, and the story mode is short. However, that is not
enough to keep me from reccomending this game.
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No options, no information on controls, looks terrible, plays terrible.
Just one question: Did they even try?. Worst Hidden Object game I have played to date, not funny bad, just bad bad..
Waaaaayyyy too short for the price. There were only a few puzzles and they were all pretty easy. Don't waste your time/money
on this game unless it is on sale. I regret my purchase.. I was pleased to see Big Fish Games releasing more casual adventure
games on Steam, though I'm a little disappointed to see that there is no achievement added. However, there are ingame
achievements. Anyway, Dark Parables is a huge series in the casual world, first by Blue Tea Games before being developed by
Eipix.

The series is a chronicle of investigations in the world of fairy tales: the fabled detective is sent to different kingdoms or fantasy
worlds in order to find what evil is wrecking havoc and how to appease it. This game concerns the tale of the Little Mermaid
and the Purple Tide (not really familiar with this one, as the only mermaid tales I know are the Disney movie, Lorelei and the
ancient Greek myth - as for the tale itself, I've vaguely heard of it in the Wolf Among Us).

There is a temple undersea that suddenly appeared and a monster is terrorizing everyone. However, arriving there, a mermaid
seems to want to help you while a cloaked figure (from a previous game if I've understood clearly as the detective was familiar
with the voice) is also waiting to enter the temple and to find a lost kingdom.

The story is full of twists and questions: the mermaid is helping you AND also trying to slow you down, the cloaked figure is a
suspect but his identity is quite shocking, the ghost you encounter is blaming himself but isn't opposed to your presence and the
mermaids, well, some of them are also tied to other investigations (which is not really a shock as the fabled detective is
acquainted with nearly everyone - however, as the game isn't the first in the series, it's making you wanting to play every Dark
Parables out there).

The gameplay is standard: find objects, use them, combine them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. Everything is
quite easy, though you have sometimes an hard time to see some objects or to link them to an area of interest. Even these areas
can be hard to spot. On the other side, you have the hunt for Parables (to unlock the whole background on your case), for Moons
and even for cups of tea (a nod to Blue Tea Games I suppose). Achievements are also present ingame but they can be upgraded:
you have to find a cup of tea, then 3 then the whole pack. Even the fish mascot (Felix I think) from Big Fish Games is present.

I'm not going to tell you every bonus in this Collector's Edition but well, there is a bonus chapter on Bluebeard, wallpapers, etc...

I loved the graphics as the general ambiance of the game.

Anyway, this game is really a must-have, though I would prefer Artifex Mundi's work (developped by them like Enigmatis or
Nightmares from the Deep) but well, while I find the price tag a little high, Big Fish is now participating on sales, so, when you
see a discount, go for it.. Lots of optimization issues initially, but runs pretty smoothly now. Longtime player of this game,
dating back to its launch. Very fun game with lots of card variety. The open library that is your deck creates an additional layer
of strategy. Luck is still a component, but there is a great deal of tactical depth to deck-building.

Definitely recommend giving this a try if you like an interesting mix of tactics and deck-building.. Not really a bullet hell game
that I can recommend. Nothing that I can specifically point at, it just didn't have the same feel as other top bullet hell games.
One of the glaring problems I noticed is that the color palette is kind of limited. For instance, enemies and the bullets they fire
have the same color scheme which creates needless confusion.

Verdict: 4.5/10, not bad, but not good either.. No offense Saira, but everybody! Flat-out, don't get this game!
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